**QUESTION 5:** Please select a level of importance for each of the topics below, with number 1 being not important and number 5 being very important.

**Comments and clarification.**

For example: classrooms need more outlets for laptops

I feel like I need clarification here...building aesthetics?? Department/Admin Space???

Almost any "updated" and/or new building would have to be an improvement regardless of what might be noted as the "most" important by the majority of respondents. See earlier comments about multiplicity of learning environments as well as the obvious "housing" of the people who inhabit and use the building.

I guess I would just say that so far this survey wants me to pick what is important.....in the end, all of the ideas listed are important and none should be sacrificed.

None

All rooms should have projector and document camera.

My comments should not be heavily weighted against a colleague or student who is intimately involved with Sangren. I seldom enter Sangren or use its spaces. But for those times when I have been there I have had a very difficult time navigating the hallways or locating offices/rooms. It is not a building that I wish to be in for long periods of time; it is not an uplifting environment. Since it seems to be a building that students often include on their "tours" of campus during orientation, it is not one that presents the most positive aspect of campus/WMU. So, in its re-hab it should be one that is universal and causing one to desire WMU. It should be inviting and yet show its dedication to what WMU represents. It should be a core showcase of WMU.

Some students feel like they've entered a grotto or a prison when they first encounter Sangren.

On some of the questions, we need to be allowed to choose more than 10 or 3, etc,. Why not all that apply?

I am obviously an employee with an eye to the landscape....sorry I am a bit opinionated. :)

I have been to many other university's student centers and believe that we should renovate the Bernhard Center as well.

Please save East campus!!!!

Student design first. Otherwise, students will be very disappointed.

also, what's going on with that sunburst area of the parking lot? I remember the outcry it caused when it was built because it was a colossal waste of money. But besides that, why take a perfectly good parking lot which Western NEEDED and replace it with a "courtyard" that was always burning hot and had almost no seating?

Student storage isn't very important on main campus

Departmental Space could be improved- tiny cramped offices could be improved

Ceremonial/Event Space- unsure what this means... what needed... so close to other buildings/ outdoor space such as flagpole area

see above, same question really

People are attracted to a clean and tidy place. Even though some furniture might be old, if they are upkeep and maintained properly, people will continue to use that place because of its comfort.

Need to keep up with technology so we can provide our students the very best educational experience we can.
I think that the college should consider that students are often in the building for an entire day without quick access to their vehicles or dorms. Keeping that in mind, Sangren should be a simple, functional space that allows students to comfortably spend an entire day there. This should include an eating area, storage, and study facilities. It doesn't need to be elaborate, but it should be designed with its purpose in mind.

Student storage may be more important if art ed still is housed within.

I don't understand what student storage area entails???